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Problems encotalteredduring the adaptation of _ on a
personal computer using a Fortran77 compilet are described,
modifications done to solve these are explained. Three test
cases were run with the modified version and results are
compared with those obtained on an I_ 3090/200. Numerical
differences were observed in the last three decimal digits
of the computations at most. The running times on the PC
were found to be satisfactory for these test cases.

INT_ION

: DORT is a one- and two-dimensional discrete ordinates transport code
written mostly in Fortran. Several versions for mainframe computers have
been in use during the recent years. In this paper an adaptation of IX)RTto
personal computers (PCs) is presented.

lt will be necessary to refer to different standards (dialects) of
Fortran in the following sections. All pre-1976 Fortrans will be referred
to as Fortran66, the Fortran standard dated 1976 will be referred to as
Fortran77 and that of 1990 as Fortran90.

All implementations of the Fortran lax_uage on PCs that are known to
the author comply with the Fortran77 standard (subset or full set).
Therefore, PC implementation of IX)Rf"necessarily involves updating certain
statements written in Fortran66 with equivalent statements in Fortran77.
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the Fortran77 dialect and with

the terminology used in standard books on Fortran and on personal computer
systerns.

.

: In the following sections problems encoua_teredduring the adaptation
of DORT on a PC using a Fortran77 compiler will be described. First,
preliminary information on the state of the code when first received will
be presented. Next, the procedure used for adaptation of the code will be
explained. Finally, performance of the resultant code on a PC will be.
documented with comparative runs of sample problems. The hardware and
software used in this study are listed in the Appendix._
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INITIAL STATUS OF DORT

The code has been received in C1DCUFI)ATE utility format. Routines were
collected together as "decks" which, apparently, facilitates inclusion or
omission of any routine during link-time. C_s were separately collected
and "call"cd when required. Different versions of the machine-dependent
rout ines were collected in separate decks for different computers
cons i dered.

The code is claimed to be written mostly in Fortran complying with
ANS-SqD.3-1971 standard 1 . Machine-dependent routines were in assembler, and
there was an al 1-Fortran version of these routines for Cray computers. Word
length and precision considerations lead to choosing the IBM version over
Cray and CDC versions for adaptation; however, the assembler routines were
necessary for successful operation on IBM mainframes and their al l-Fortran
counterparts from Cray need to be modified for PC application. The IBA4
version had been compiled successfully with a Fortran77 compiler at OF/SD/
r_A IData Bank, there fore, at least the routines performing actual
computations were expected to compile errorfree on the PC.

Machine-dependent rout ines include run-time memory al location,
slow-to-fast memory transfer, block rea_dom access file input/output (I/O),
error handling, and date and time information. These features were found to
be well documented in the code and confined to a few subroutines.
Nevertheless, these consisted one of the major problem areas which had to
be worked on for a satisfactory solution before a version running on PC
could be obtained.

O3DE ADAFTATIONPI_0CIKI2RE

Original form of the source code was preserved as much as possible.
Since the CDC UPDATE utility or an equivalent emulator was not available:
(i) duplicate subroutines had to be separated from the source file, and
(ii) each C_ deck was saved as a separate file to be INCLUDEd in the
source deck (INCLUDE is a Fortrmlg0 statement, but is available with the
compiler used in this study}.

All n_difications in the source code were done according to the
Fortran77 standard where possible. Only exceptions are the date, time and
error routines (machine-dependent) and the solution of a memory-related
problem (see the following section}. Explanatory comments were added to the
original code to faci I i rate portabi I i ty of the PC version.

Program logic was preserved when a modificat, ion was done. For
instance, when variable formatting is used in the original code (using a
REAL array to hold alphanumeric data) the modifications were limited to
assigning the variable F_T to a C_CI]/R variable and using it in the
WRITE statements. No attempt was made to "increase the readability" of the
code by replacing Fortran66 statements (like IF and GOTO) with Fortran77
structures (e.g. block IFs), or changing ali RFAL variables holding
alphanumeric data to CHARACq_ variables throughout the program. Therefore_
the resultant version is not an exclusively-Fortran77 version of Ix)gr.
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P_BLt_4 AREAS

In this section detailed account of the major modifications to the
code is presented. In general, machine-dependent features are the single
most important source of difficulty undermining the portability of
programs. The least troublesome of these is the minimum and maximum single
precision numbers that can be stored in memory. Although the word lengths
are the same in both IBM mainframes and PCs (4 bytes) these values differ.

0-6o 10*6o respectively. For the _P_In original DCX_ they are set to 1 and
which complies with the ll_ standard, they had to be modified as 1.2.I0"°v
and 10*_respectively. This implies that the binary digits used for the
mantissa of a real number are different in two machines and this affects
the least significant decimal digits of the computations.

Another difficulty frequently encountered is the acquisition of the
current date and time to be included in the printed output or to be used
during the execution of the code to terminate the non-convergent problems.
Fortunately, a real-time clock is available on PCs and it is accessible by
a stmldard and well-documented method; therefore, Fortran libraries on PC
systems generally include date and time routines that can be called as
functions or subroutines, lt should be noted that on a PC elapsed time is
equal to CPU time, for all processes go through the CPU, including I/O and
other system services.

Although not a machine-dependent feature, in adapting codes complying
with the Fortran66 standard it is always necessary to treat REAL variables
holding alphanumeric values in a manner consistent with the Fortran77
standard. In DOgr several subroutines use variable formatting (a _T
statement constructed at run-time) with REAL arrays. The contents of these
arrays had to be written to CRAP_CT_ variables in order to be used in the
final WRITE statements. Actually in Fortran77 it is easier to construct the
line-to-be-printed in a CHA_C'T_ variable and then printing the whole line
than to construct a FORMATfor that line, especially if integers and reals
are mixed or tabbing back and forth on the line is necessary to obtain the
desired output. In one of the subroutines of _ (namely w(yrlo) this
method had to be implemented, for the compi let used in this study could not
correctly evaluate integers referenced by real variables under FORMAT
control only (in other words, if the I-format is used but the variable -not
the value it addresses- is of type RFAL the compiler generates an error
message instead of using the integer value).

Memory handling is one of the weaker points of the Fortran language
(Fortran90 dialect contains some improvements on this subject). Influenced
by the static memory concept of the I]_ mainframes, many programmers
utilized in their programs the idea of accessability of a memory location
by any routine even if it is not referenced in a _ statement. There
are examples of calling a subroutine with a list of argument, s, immediately
returning and then calling an entry in the same subroutine with a different
list of arguments, thereby effectively combining the two lists. In
Fortran77 phi losophy, on the other hand, subroutines are independent
entities and neither the addresses of the dummy arguments nor the values
they hold during a particular call can be remembered from one call to the
next. In PC implementations of the Fortran77 dialect, in accord with this
phi losophy, the addresses of the actual arguments are pushed to stack when

: a subroutine is called and then popped back once inside that subroutine.
This way all modifications to the variables are performed using their
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original addresses and on return to the calling routine no address needs to
be (nor gets to be) passed back. A subsequent call will start with an empty
stack; previous addresses are forgotten (tHis is why a variable whose
address is supplied by the calling routine is called a "dummy" variable).
lt is possible to save values of dummy variables by assigning them to local
variables and using these in a SAVE statement, however, remembering the
addresses from a previous call is not intended in Fortran77 (nor possible
in PC implementations). Unfortunately, this very scheme is used in DOlT
which had to be handled in a way which is not standard Fortran.

Fig. I shows the routines called by subroutine VARIO of DORT. Most of
these are service routines in CKY.X_standard3'4. An arrow indicates the
direction of a call. When VARIO calls DOPC for initialization, IX)PCcalls
the entries C'_ and _ and passes arguments in the way described in the
previous paragraph, lt is intended that these memory areas are available at
the time _ (or entry CRIT) is called by VARIO, or _ (or entry DRIT)
is called by BLKIO. As explained above this cannot be achieved by previous
calls. The solution employed in this study is to save the addresses of the

VARIO%

l
CRIb) I_ ( BLKIO

t_IT _

I_IT, ._ I)Ni_

D_¢ DEFI LE C2L)SDA FBSAM

----.FDISP
ALOC.Ab-'t PRED ".

PRIT

I
i t

I_ KBLCK

Cal led by routines not shown in the figurez

Fig. I - Routines called by subroutine VARIO in the original version
of DORT. An arrow indicates the direction of a call. Names not connected by
arrows but printed one above the other are ENIRYs to the same subroutine°

arrays sent to _ (to be.passed to entries _ and _) in VARIO, and
passing those addresses as actual arguments to C_ (and entry CRIT) and to

: DPJ_ (and entry DRIT) -through BLKIO- eac_ time they are called. The
addresses can be obtained via one non-standard function whi le their values

can be passed as addresses by means of another. This method accomplishes
the original intention with as little modification as possible; however, it
is emphasized that the standard way of passing arrays to subroutines
permanently is via _ blocks, and the only kind of address that can be
used in a standard code is the index of an array element. Modifying IX)RTto
this extent conflicts with the goals mentioned above under the Code
Adaptation Procedure heading and, therefore, was not undertaken.
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Subroutine IX)PCegldthe ones called by it (located below it in Fig. I)
are service routines providing an interface between _ and the II_
mainframe operating system for random-access I/O. DI_ILE, C2A)SDAand KBLCK
were originally written in assembler. In Fortran77 it is possible to
replace all these routine8 with simple Fortran statements. Unfortunately,
the comments in subroutine IX)PCwere the only source of information about
their functionality, since refs. 3 and 4 were not available to the author.
To complicate matters further, subroutine IX)[_performs more than one task:
(i) opening and closing files and (ii) allocating memory for user buffer
arrays and assigning values to certain ones for each file, and these two
tasks are intermixed. Therefore, modifications to _ are tulcert_n and
test runs are the only {indirect) proof of their suitability.

In IX)PCa flag called IOP controls the operation to be performed on a
file. For instance, if IOP = -I a sequential file is opened. The original
version does nothing when IOP = -I, for files are opened by the operating
system on II_ mainframes and not by the programs. The modified version
opens an unformatted sequential file when IOP = -I, in accord with
Fortran77 (the filename used still follows the convention of IBM main-
frames: FT##FO01 where ## is the two-digit Fortran unit number). IOP = I
opens a direct ,accessunformatted file. To follow the original as closely
as possible each file is checked first if it is already open_ if so its
record length is compared with the current one. If they differ the old file
is deleted and a new file with the new value of the record length is
opened. This carries the risk of deleting a necessary file unknowingly,
however, it is extremely unlikely. To define the blocksize of the files the
original subroutine FBSAM is not called_ instead a default value is used
(the code determines the blocksize itself, so this default only serves as a
starting value). Finally, IOP = 3 or 4 closes files with default action
taken (which, for the compiler used here, is KELP). No RI_IND is performed
as in the original.

Fig. 2 presents Fig. I after the above simplifications were performed.
Since it is possible to code blocked random-access I/O entirely in
Fortran77 (without resorting to assembler or other lower level languages)
it may be feasible to replace all subroutines in Fig. 2 concerning I/O with
simple Fortran statements. However, this procedure was not implemented in
this study.

VARIOt

('R[_ _ _ BLKIO

C_IT _ _.. _
4,

PRIT _-- I_IT
D_,'t"

q Ca Iled by routines not shown in the figure

Fig. 2 - Simplified version of Fig. I after modifications. _ & PRIT
are separated from FBSAM and included as a stand-alone subroutine (with an
I_'rRY).
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PI_._OI:_HANC_DATA

The modified version of _ was tested by running three sample
problems and comparing their results with those obtained at _/NFA Data
Bank (on an II_ 3090/200), Numerical difference between these were observed
to be in the last two decimal digits generally (at most in the last three
digits). Computations converged after similar number of iterations.

Partial printout of the time information about the three case are
presented in Tables 1-3, Case titles of input decks are included for easy
identification° Running times on the PC are quite acceptable for these
cases. Tables indicate that the code spends a substantial fraction of
running time during I/O, Optimizing the I/O routines of the PC version may
reduce these fractions. This task will be undertaken in the near future.

Table, 1. Time information for Test Case 1

Case Title:
FBR CRITICAL - - 4 _ PO
Printout of time information from III4 3090/200 run:
NO. OF ITERATIONSFOR C_ = 11
PI_3BLF_ _ TIHE : 0.5017
PHDBLI_4 _ TIME = 0.0842
ELAPSI_D REAL TIME : 0.5017

TIHE _Y (_A(3ES) - - -
MSC _ I/O _ _I.UX pJ,_a/_E

TIME= 5.0166 77. 1761 4.0864 13.7209 0. 0000 0. 0000
CPU TIHF-_ 20.2916 11.7397 11.5211 56.4477 0.0000 0.0000
***FINAL US]_ CDNDITION(X)DE : 0, EST. UNUSI_DFAST btl_E_Y WORDS= 1024
*** A_TED _ : 0.0842 HIN. *** _ INC'_ : 0.0002MIN.

Printout of time infom_tion from PC run:
NO. OF II_RATIONS FDR (X_ = 11

CLOCKTIME : 0.8962
CPU TIME : 0.8962

IKAPSI_D REAL TIME = 0.8990
_I_ TIHE Sth4MARY(P_A(I_S) - - -

HSC I/0 S__ FLUX PLANE [K)W
C2X:L_ TIME= 14.6736 57.8761 4.9098 22.5405 0.0000 0.0000
CPU TIME: 14.6736 57,8761 4.90913 22.5405 0. 0000 0. 0000
***FINAL USt_ _ITION CDDE : 0, Esr, UNUSI_I)FAST l¢_[_(_y _ : 23019
*** A_'rBD C'I-IA[KIE= 0.8998 HIN. *** _ INC_ : 0.OI37HIN.
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Table 2. Time information for Test Case 2

Case Title:
THRI_ GROUP ZPPR-7A PFK)BLI_I ORIGINATI_) BY LANL I;DR WILLIAHSBU[_ CDNF.

Printout of time information from II_l 3090/200 run"
NO. OF I_TIONS FOR _ -- 30
_LEH CIX)C_ TIME - 8.5037
PIK)BLI_H CI_ TIME = 2. 4099
ELAPSI_ RF_AL TIME = 8.5037

F_BH TIME _¥ (PI_:_C"Ifl_A(_)- - -

HSC I/O SCXJIK_ FLUX PLANE BOW
CLOCK TIHE= 0.4116 I I .7165 0.2058 0.8369 4.0081 38.6912
C[_ TIHE= 1.0511 0.7606 0.6075 2. 1064 10.6172 45.8624
***FINAL USER CX3_ITION O:)]_ = 0, EST. UNUSI_D FAST _Y _PL)S = 2048
*** A_TBI) _ = 2.4100 HIN. *** CHAR_ I_ = 0.0002HIN.

Printout of time information from PC run:
NO. OF ITBI_TIONS FOR _ = 23
_LBH CIX)CK TIME = 1.9810
_LB]_ CPU TIME = I. 9810
_BI) REAL TIME = I. 9838

PROBLI_ TIME SUHHARY (P_A(_S) - - -
MSC I/O _ FLUX PLANE

CIX)C_ TIHE= 7.8243 31.0954 2.2716 6.8989 8.3291 25.7362
CPU TIHE= 7.8243 31.0954 2.2716 6.8989 8.3291 25.7362

***FINAL USER CONDITION CX)I)E = 0, EST. UNUSI_D FAST _Y kEPJ)S = 23019 _
*** A_TED C}_ = I .9838 MIN. *** C'HAB_ I_ = 0.0092HIN.

Table 3. Time information _or Test Case 3

Case Title:
_ASSIC RAY-_ __ - - DI_ ORDINATES - - SCAT + ABSOR][_

Printout of time information from Il_ 3090/200 run:
NO. OF ITI_RATIONS FOR _ = I
_]_H _ TIME = 0.0165

C2_U TIME = 0.0072
EtAPS'2K) REAL TIME = 0.3158

PIK)BLIhH TIME SUMMARY (P_A(_S) - - -

HSC I/O S(_ FLUX PLANE ROW
CILX_ TIME= 25.2525 53.5354 1.0101 1.0101 8.0808 7.0707
CPU TIHE= 40.8720 14.5928 1.0089 2.9306 II .9505 12.8873

***FINAL USER ODNDITION O3DE : 1, EST. UNUSI_ FAST _Y NCPJ)S = 3072
*** AOZXJMULA_t_I)_ = 0.0462 HIN. *** _ I_ = 0.O002HIN.

Printout of time information from PC run:
NO. OF ITERATIONS FOR _ = I
PBOBLI_4 CLOCK TIME = 0.0540
P_BL_ CPU'rIME= 0.0540
BIguPSI_ REAL TIME = 0.3818

PIK)BLI_ TI HE _Y ( P_A(ES )
= MSC I/O S(X_ FLUX PLANE BOW

CLOCK TIHE= 56. 1728 I0.1852 0.0000 3.0864 7.7160 13.5802
CPU TIHE= 56. 1728 10. 1852 0.0000 3.0864 7.7160 13. 5802
***FINAL USER O3NDITION (X)I)E = I, EST. UNUSED FAST _Y Id:PJ)S = 23019
*** _TI_ _ = 0.3818 MIN. *** CHAtKE I_ = 0.0092HIN.

=
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APP_IX

Hardware and Software used during adaptation of Ix)Igron PC:
Intel 80386 + Weitek 3167 Processors (33 MHz)
17 MB Extended Memory
80 MB (16 ms) hard disk
MS-DOS v4.01

Lahey Computer Systems, Inc., F77L-194/32 compiler with Lahey/Ergo
OS/386 extender

I. W.A. Rhoades and R. L. Chi lds, An Updated Version of the DOT 4 One-
and Two-Dimensional Neutron/Photon Transport Code, ORNL-5851
(April 1982).

2. W.A. Rhoades and M. B. Emmett, DOS: The Discrete Ordinates System,
ORNL/TM-8362 (September 1982).

3. B.M. Carmichael, Standard Interface Files and Procedures for Reactor
Physics Codes, Version III, LA-5486-MS (February 1974)

4. R. Douglas O'Dell, Standard Interface Files and Procedures for Reactor
Physics Codes, Version IV, LA-6941-MS (September 1977)

=
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PC 386-Based Version of DORT

INSTAL LAT ION

This diskette contains a self-extracting file DORTZIP.EXE. To install DORT
to your hard disk just copy this file to the directory you desire and type

DORTZIP at the DOS prompt. After the files are extracted you can delete
DORTZIP.EXE from the disk (keep the original in a safe place)

HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS

Tl_e following is required to run DOR1r on a PC:

- Intel 80386 & 80387 or Intel 80486 or Intel 80386 & Neitek 5167
Processors

- At least I MB Extended Memory (in additio_l to the usual 640 KB)
•- A hard disk (strongly r'ecommended, a RAM disk is even better)
- MS-DOS v3.0 or higher

EXECUTABLE FILES

There are two executaole versions of DORT on this d£skette: DORT67.EXE and
DORT87.EXE. DORT67.EXE runs on a machine with Intel 80386 and Weitek 3167.

On other configurations DORTBT,EXE must be run.

SOURCE FILES

The Fortran source files are the ones with extension .FOR. The file
DORT.FOR contains all statements and also have INCLUDE statements for the

COMMON files. The original statements are in capital letters. Ali changes
are indicated with small letters, exclamation points (_) or comments in

the form of "cedz". lt is very easy to locate them with a text editor.

TEST CASES

There are three test cases on this diskette. The DORT input files are CASE1,
CASE3 AND CASE6. Cross section data are on the files with extension .LIB.

To run. for example, test case 1:

i - At the DOS prompt type:
COPY CASEI.LIB FT08F001

and press RETURN,

- At the DOS prompt type (for a 80486 machine):
DORT87 ,CASEI ,CASEIOUT

and press RETURN.

- After DORT finishes, type at the prompt:
DEL FT*

and press RETURN (this deletes the scratch files created during execution)
- The out:put CASEIOUT can be compared with the reference output CASEI.OUT

: which is included amongst the extrected f i les.

Other cases can be run similarly. These steps can be put J.n a BAT file if
des i red.
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M I':,CELLANEOU _".i

lhere i',_,a version of GIP included on this diskette. Actually it is a

conver'sjon program whJc'h reads cross _,ections from text files .in list-

(:liFected format (skippir_g a line for" a title at the be(_iF1nirlc]of the
fi le and before each material) and wcite.s them unformatted to F'T08F001.

lt cannot handle FIDO forrnat input or "mixture,_". Its input for the
ab_)ve te,-.,t ca,ses are named PROS1, PROS3 and PROB6. It has two executable
version,-_ Like D(]RT. ]o run problem I with the version for 80486 type:

GIP87 <PROBI

and press RETURN. It may help to create test problems other than those
lrl(;Iuded here.

(ONTACT

All ir_quiries ahoLIt the PC Version of DORT ,should be directed to.

Edi z TaF_ker

Turk. ish Atomic EneL"(gy Authority

Saraykoy Research Center
P.O. Box 249
Kava_ l ideFe 06693

Ar, kara - Turkey
Tel: 90.4.298.,1898
Fax: 90.4.298.1896
e-mail : taek@trbilun.bitnet


